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IN THE SALE OF PROPERTY RESPONSIBILITY FOR REMOVAL AND
REMEDIATION OF UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS NEEDS TO BE
CLEAR
By Stanley Berger

On January 9, 2020, the B.C. Supreme Court in Walton v. Warren 2020 BCSC
19 found in favour of the Purchaser when an undiscovered underground
storage tank required removal and site remediation following closing. This
ruling was given despite the Purchaser having signed off on an inspection
report prior to closing. The purchase and sale agreement provided that the
Seller had to ensure that any underground storage tank (UST) located on the
property be removed and the surrounding soil remediated. The Seller was
responsible for all costs. The Seller had to provide written confirmation before
the Completion Date from the tank removal contractor and relevant provincial
and local authorities that the remediation complied with provincial or local
government laws. The Purchaser had to obtain and approve an inspection
report 6 weeks before the completion date. The report recommended that a
specialist company survey and sweep the property to determine the presence
of buried oil tanks. The Purchaser's realtor arranged for a scan of the property
free of charge. This was followed by a scanning company's report stating there
was no evidence of any UST. The contract closed on schedule and almost 3
years later the basement of the property flooded. During a necessary drain
replacement a UST was discovered requiring its removal and remediation at a
cost of $42,000. The Purchaser sued the sellers.
The Judge found that the existence of the UST was unknown to the Seller at
the time of the sale. The Seller argued that their obligation with respect to
responsibility for any underground storage tank ended upon the closing. The
Purchaser completed the purchase being satisfied with the condition of the
property. The judge disagreed finding in the Purchaser's favour.
"[62] There is no language in the Addendum which could be interpreted
as limiting the defendants' obligations only to those USTs that were
discovered prior to the Completion Date or to those USTs of which they
were aware. [63] The Addendum does not include any conditional
language. For example, it does not say that the defendants are to
remove and remediate "any oil tank that is discovered prior to the
Completion Date" or "any oil tank that they are aware of prior to the
Completion Date".
Moreover the survival clause in the agreement contained no exceptions.
The lesson here is that courts are disinclined to infer any limit on the
responsibility of a party when the language in the contract isn't clear.
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